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We propose and demonstrate an optical phased-array-based bidirectional grating antenna (BDGA) in silicon
nitride waveguides. The BDGA is integrated with a miniaturized all-dielectric metasurface doublet (MD) formed
on a glass substrate. The BDGA device, which takes advantage of alternately feeding light to its ports in opposite
directions, is presumed to effectively provide a doubled wavelength-tuned steering efficiency compared to its
unidirectional counterpart. The MD, which is based on vertically cascaded convex and concave metalenses com-
prising circular hydrogenated amorphous silicon nanopillars, is meticulously placed atop the BDGA chip to ac-
cept and deflect a beam emanating from the emission area, thereby boosting the beam-steering performance. The
manufactured BDGA could achieve an enhanced beam-steering efficiency of 0.148 deg/nm as well as a stable
spectral emission response in the wavelength range of 1530–1600 nm. By deploying a fabricated MD atop
the silicon photonic BDGA chip, the steering efficiency was confirmed to be boosted by a factor of∼3.1, reaching
0.461 deg/nm, as intended. © 2021 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.433024

1. INTRODUCTION

Optical phased array (OPA) is widely perceived as an outstand-
ing beam-steering strategy owing to its salient advantages that
include a low divergent beam, flexible 2D beamforming, and
ultrafast inertia-free steering [1–6]. Integrated-circuit type
OPAs, which are a prominent candidate for light detection
and ranging (lidar), have attracted immense interest for appli-
cations such as sensing, 3Dmapping, navigation for self-driving
cars, and autonomous drones [7–11]. However, solid-state
beam steering suffers from a narrower field of view than
mechanical methods such as a micro–electromechanical system
(MEMS) mirror, gimbal, and prism [12–14]. The scanning
span along the longitudinal direction of an OPA is determined
by the wavelength tuning range of the light source as well as the
diffraction grating constituting the OPA. A waveguide diffrac-
tion grating delivers a typically small angular dispersion of be-
low 0.140 deg/nm [15]. Thus, a broadband tunable laser with a
tuning range exceeding 100 nm was used to expand the steering
range [1,15–19]. However, a widely tunable laser is extremely
difficult to embody and requires complex control schemes to
access all wavelengths [20,21]. The beam-steering range in

the longitudinal direction should be addressed to overcome
the inherent limitations of OPA-based emitters.

Recently, various configurations of lenses and prisms, which
are used to manipulate a beam in free space, have been devised
to execute wide-angle beam steering by amplifying the steering
efficiency [15,22–24]. These methods are known for demon-
strating wide-angle steering, but require bulky components and
mounting fixtures with dimensions of several centimeters.
Compared to the bulky lens systems, a metasurface device, fea-
turing an ultrathin, flat form factor, can be engineered to pro-
vide high design flexibility [25–28]. Studies have attempted to
directly integrate such metasurfaces into a silicon photonic cir-
cuit to contrive compact beam manipulations in terms of emis-
sion positions and radiation modes [25,29]. Nonetheless, a
common monolayer metasurface may be limited in increasing
the field of view of an OPA [25,30,31]. In this context, the
steering efficiency (deg/nm) of the OPA, determined by an an-
gular shift in response to a wavelength tuning, can be enhanced
significantly by relying on a metasurface doublet (MD), as
reported in our previous work [31]. To date, to the best of our
knowledge, no studies have reported research on an MD in
conjunction with a silicon photonic bidirectional grating
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antenna (BDGA) to efficiently enhance the beam steering
efficiency.

This work presents a BDGA that incorporates an MD fea-
turing a flat and ultrathin form factor for efficient beam steer-
ing. Compared to conventional grating antennas, the BDGA,
which is capable of bidirectional beam steering, effectively im-
parts twice the steering range within a given wavelength-tuning
range. The steering performance of the BDGA, which emits
light in a vertical direction, is characterized in terms of the steer-
ing range and spectral emission response of the main beam
along the longitudinal direction. Furthermore, the MD, oper-
ating as a steering angle magnifying metalens is integrated into
the BDGA to amplify threefold the wavelength-tuned steering
efficiency. The ultrathin and polarization-insensitive MD that
constitutes two disparate metasurfaces enables relatively
straightforward alignment with the silicon photonic circuit
for performance improvement. Finally, the emission response
of the MD-integrated BDGA is analyzed after evaluating the
transfer characteristic of the MD.We believe this approach pro-
vides a functional flat form factor to realize an OPA with high
beam-steering efficiency.

2. DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED BDGA AND MD
TO BOOST THE BEAM-STEERING EFFICIENCY

The narrow beam-steering range in a nonmechanical system
can be dramatically extended by resorting to lens optics
[22,23]. This approach can be similarly applied to enhance the
steering performance of an OPA to substantially expand the
achievable scanning range under a given wavelength-tuning
range. Figure 1 depicts the schematic configuration of the pro-
posed scheme, in which an MD is incorporated atop a BDGA
to further enhance the beam steering. The BDGA chip in sil-
icon is configured so that light is launched through a spot size
converter and split into five stages of 1 × 2 multimode interfer-
ence couplers, prior to impinging upon a set of waveguide gra-
ting channels. A light beam is ultimately radiated from the
surface-relief gratings comprising the 32-channel BDGA.
The proposed platform taps into a variable ratio coupler, which
plays the role of alternating the light path between Ports 1
and 2, thereby doubling the scanning range of the optical
antenna. The achievable steering range Δθ hinges on the

wavelength-tuning range, from λ1 to λ2, of the light source.
The light is presumed to radiate vertically in the case of λ1,
and it progressively inclines in the backward direction with in-
creasing wavelengths. The beam emanating from the antenna
impinges upon the MD aligned directly above it, which is
deemed to deflect the incoming beam by a factor of M . The
beam steering can be ultimately amplified with the help of the
MD, featuring a compact footprint unlike conventional bulky
lens optics.

A. Proposed BDGA Enabling Bidirectional Beam
Emission
Figure 2(a) illustrates a schematic of the suggested BDGA and
its principle of operation. Silicon nitride (SiN) is used for the
waveguide core because of its advantages of a broad transpar-
ency window, low loss, and conspicuous fabrication reliability
[32–34]. A SiN waveguide with a thickness (hSiN) of 450 nm
was deposited through low-pressure chemical vapor deposition
on top of a buried oxide (BOX) layer with a thickness (hBOX) of
4 μm laid on a silicon substrate. The waveguide was patterned
using a deep ultraviolet (DUV) stepper to achieve a 2 μm
width, and it was subsequently partially etched to create a gra-
ting according to a groove height of 90 nm. The 32-channel
BDGA appended with the cascaded MMI splitters was
designed to have a uniform spacing of 4 μm. Finally, the SiN
waveguide patterns were covered with a 3 μm thick oxide clad-
ding, thus protecting them from damage.

Unlike conventional grating counterparts, the proposed
BDGA can support bidirectional beam radiation by alternately
feeding light to the two ports. The emission angle θ is formu-
lated as sin θ�λ� � neff − λ∕Λ, where neff is the effective refrac-
tive index of the grating waveguide and Λ is the grating period.
The beam should be normally emitted (θ � 0°) for the shortest
wavelength of the given tuning range, so that continuous beam
scanning can be conducted by alternating the light launching
port. Under a fixed wavelength-tuning span, the BDGA
achieves a beam-steering range of −Δθ�λ� and Δθ�λ� in the
backward direction for Ports 1 and 2, respectively. This implies
that the scanning range can be effectively expanded twofold. It
is noteworthy that the backward emission, invoked by a strong
grating vector, leads to a higher steering efficiency than the for-
ward emission [35].

Fig. 1. Schematic configuration of the proposed BDGA incorporating an MD, enabling an enhanced beam-steering efficiency in the longitudinal
direction.
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For a 2D modeled SiN antenna, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b),
the emission spectra are numerically designed to radiate the
beam normally with the assistance of Lumerical FDTD
Solutions (Ansys Lumerical). A 500 μm long SiN waveguide
incorporates a partially etched surface grating, with a fill factor
of 0.5 and a height of 90 nm. The effective refractive index of
the waveguide was calculated as ∼1.69 at λ � 1550 nm.
Figure 2(b) shows that the optical intensity for the vertical out-
coupling corresponding to θ � 0° drops in response to the

grating period. Back reflection corresponding to the second-
order diffraction that pertains to the waveguide gratings dimin-
ishes the upward radiation along the dotted white line [18].
Under the given spectral range of 1530–1600 nm, the grating
period was set to 900 nm to perform continuous bidirectional
beam scanning. The spectral emission response has been re-
ported to be critically affected by the thickness of the BOX
layer, which operates as a cavity [36]. To sidestep the resonance
dip that incurs a degradation in upward emission intensity, a
4 μm thick BOX was primarily adopted to exhibit a consistent
spectral emission response. A BDGA structure leading to the
vertical emission is preferred from the standpoint of deploying
a lens to amplify the steering range. An off-vertical beam re-
quires a sophisticated off-axis mounting strategy and occupies
much volume. Considering that the space pertaining to the tilt
between the beam and lens optics engenders an enlarged beam,
the lens should be accordingly increased in size. However, the
proposed BDGA, operating as a vertical radiator, is expected to
preferentially amplify the steering range under a compact form
factor.

B. MD as a Steering Angle Magnifying Metalens
Figure 3(a) describes the concept of an ultrathin lens system
that taps into the MD to increase the steering efficiency.
Here, the MD comprises a glass substrate with a thickness
of 902 μm, sandwiched between metasurface 1 (MS1) and
metasurface 2 (MS2), which function as convex and concave
lenses, respectively. MS1 and MS2 comprise circular nanopil-
lars in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), with heights
of 880 nm. The simulated magnetic field is displayed for a-Si:H
nanopillars, showing that the field is strongly confined inside
the nanopillar. By regulating the diameters of the pillars
from 200 to 494 nm, the incident light was manipulated to
sufficiently undergo a phase shift covering a span of 0 to
2π. The incident beam converges inwardly via MS1 and then
deflects outwardly through MS2, thus boosting the beam
steering. The magnification factor M for the beam deflection
is governed by the ratio of the focal lengths of the two meta-
surfaces. The focal lengths of MS1 (f MS1) and MS2 (f MS2) are
0.986 and 0.329 mm, respectively, rendering an approximately
threefold magnification. When the distance between the
BDGA and MD was within 1 mm, the beam emerging
from the BDGA was mostly accommodated via an MD with

Fig. 2. (a) Configuration of the proposed BDGA and its operation
that extends the beam-steering range. (b) Calculated spectral emission
response with respect to the grating period for a 2D modeled BDGA
for hBOX � 4 μm.

Fig. 3. (a) Configuration of the proposed MD, comprising MS1 and MS2, facilitating the magnification of the beam-steering range. A meta-atom
(or unit cell) and the highly confined magnetic field are also included. (b) Designed phase profile of the MD and (c) SEM images of the fabricated
MS1 and MS2.
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a diameter of 500 μm. The beam going through the MD
was steered to assume triple the angle of incidence. The
proposed MD can operate independently of the incident polari-
zation owing to its geometrically symmetric structure [37,38].
The phase profile is derived and relocated to obtain
circular symmetry, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The phase
profiles of the geometrical lens to model MS1 and MS2 are
expressed by φMS1�x, y� � 2πn

λ
0.29�x2�y2�

1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1�3.1×�0.29�2�x2�y2�
p and

φMS2�x, y� � 2πn
λ

0.87�x2�y2�
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1−�0.87�2�x2�y2�
p , respectively, where n is

the refractive index of the modeled lens and λ is the operating
wavelength. The derivation and calculation of the phase profiles
are provided in detail in Ref. [31]. Figure 3(c) reveals scanning
electron microscope images of the proposed MD, signaling that
the metasurfaces were faithfully manufactured according to the
previously reported process [31].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Characterization of the Fabricated BDGA
Figure 4(a) presents the test setup to evaluate the beam-steering
efficiency of the proposed BDGA. A tunable laser (Santec
Corp., TLS-210) serves as a light source to provide a wide range
of wavelengths between 1530 and 1600 nm. Light was directed
to a variable ratio coupler (KS Photonics Inc.) through an
erbium-doped fiber amplifier. To fulfill selective optical feeding
to the two ports of the BDGA, we used a coupler instead of a
1 × 2 optical switch. A polarization controller (KS Photonics)
was deployed at each port to provide incident transverse electric
polarized light, which is ultimately edge-coupled to the BDGA
via a lensed fiber. Accordingly, the grating antenna emits a light
into free space. The main beam component of the light is pri-
marily captured by a beam profiler (CINOGY Technologies
GmbH, CMOS-1202). As shown in Fig. 4(b), a well-defined
beam is obtained and exhibits FWHM divergence angles of

0.6° and 0.2° along the transverse and longitudinal directions,
respectively. The emission angle was measured using the beam
profiler, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Considering that the BDGA is
designed to assume a strong grating vector for boosting the
beam-steering efficiency, the beam was radiated backward, op-
posite to the launching direction through either Port 1 or 2. As
a result, the beam was scanned between �5.4° and −5.4° in
response to wavelengths varying from 1530 to 1600 nm.
Fabrication errors incurred a slight unexpected offset of 0.2°
to the angle of the main beam. The achieved steering efficiency
of 0.148 deg/nm is double that of a unidirectional case as in-
tended, showing superiority over the efficiency of the recently
reported backward-emitting SiN antenna [35]. The bidirec-
tional beam scanning was executed by switching between
Ports 1 and 2 for light launching. For the proposed BDGA,
the footprint of the MD may be judiciously miniaturized by
dwindling the gap between the grating chip and MD, while
safely accommodating the radiated beam.

Figure 5 shows the beam emission efficiency corresponding
to the main beam for a wavelength of 1530–1600 nm. The
efficiency declined slightly with increasing wavelengths owing
to the presence of a resonance dip, which was forged at longer
wavelengths [36], resulting in a variation of ∼4 dB over a
wavelength span of 70 nm. Therefore, the extension of the
wavelength-tuning range to broaden the angular scanning
may be inevitably limited owing to the degradation in efficiency
in response to the increasing wavelengths. However, when us-
ing the BDGA, this problem can be effectively circumvented by
alternating the launching port, thereby attaining a beam-
scanning range of ∼10° under an efficiency variation below
4 dB. Consequently, it is categorically claimed that the pro-
posed BDGA is superior to its unidirectional counterpart in
terms of the beam-steering efficiency and the spectral emission
response.

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setup to inspect the performance of the prepared BDGA. (b) Captured intensity profiles of the wavelength-tuned main
beam. (c) Observed emission angles corresponding to the main beam in terms of the wavelength.
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B. Deflection and Transmission Characteristics of
the MD
We experimentally investigated the optical response of the
MD before its incorporation into the BDGA, as delineated
in Fig. 6(a). A collimated beam is polarized and directed toward
the MD via a pinhole, with a diameter of 300 μm, to constrict
the beam size. The deflected beam emerging from the MD was
monitored using a beam profiler. Figure 6(b) shows the angle
(θd ) and efficiency of deflection as a function of the incident
angle (θi). The measured magnification factor M, given by
θd∕θi, corresponds to the calculated value of 3. Indeed, we ex-
amined the simulated and measured maximum incident angle
for the proposed MD. When light is allowed to pass through
MS1 and MS2 that constitute the MD, the angle of incidence
at which the MD operates as intended is limited to 14°. For
angles exceeding the maximum angle, incident light is deflected

along an unexpected direction, which may be attributed to the
spherical aberration and off-axis illumination [30]. The deflec-
tion efficiency, defined as the ratio of the deflected optical
power to the input optical power, reaches 40% and tends to
decline with an increasing angle, which might stem from
the increased reflection, absorption, scattering, and light leak-
ing in relation toMS1 andMS2 [31]. As shown in Fig. 6(c), the
power of the deflected beam weakens with the incident angle,
while the beam that is not deflected is concurrently observable
as displayed in the inset. The deflection efficiency is surely ag-
gravated as the portion of the undeflected beam power in-
creases. The extinction ratio of the deflected beam with
respect to the incident polarization is below 0.3 dB, indicating
the MD performance is decently preserved, regardless of the
rotational alignment of the MD mounted atop the BDGA.
In addition, a broad working wavelength range corresponding
to 1500–1600 nm was achieved in our previous work [31],
where the deflected beam exhibited a negligible angular shift.
The MD is highly anticipated to serve as a steering angle mag-
nifying metalens, featuring a wavelength tuning range
of 70 nm.

C. Evaluation of the BDGA Incorporating the MD
Figure 7(a) shows microscopic images of the top and side views
of the BDGA combined with the MD. The substrate of the
MD is placed squarely above the BDGA chip, which is fixed
by a holder. The gap between the BDGA and MD is meticu-
lously adjusted to be below 1 mm through an XYZ translation
stage. The tilt error of the MD, which may distort the beam
profile and induce an angular offset, has been effectively pre-
vented. Light is alternately launched toward Ports 1 and 2 of
the BDGA, and the beam emanating from the BDGA is delib-
erately deflected by the MD mounted atop it. Figure 7(b) il-
lustrates the observed main beam profiles of the BDGA and the
BDGA integrated with the MD, as projected on a beam profiler

Fig. 5. Measured emission efficiency of the main beam versus the
wavelength.

Fig. 6. (a) Test setup to examine the beam deflection based on the MD with the incident angle. (b) Measured deflection angle and deflection
efficiency. (c) Relative deflected beam power as a function of the incident angle.
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at the same distance. The MD is deemed to expand the size of
the main beam, whose divergence is tripled to assume 1.8° and
0.7° along the transverse and longitudinal directions, respec-
tively. The beam divergence was correspondingly enlarged three
times omnidirectionally, which might possibly deteriorate the
angular resolution. This problem may be mitigated by increas-
ing the number of grating antenna elements to enlarge the aper-
ture [2]. The transfer characteristics of the MD-integrated
BDGA were scrutinized in terms of the steering angle in the
wavelength range of 1530 and 1595 nm, as shown in
Fig. 7(c). When the angular range of the beam impinging upon
the MD was�4.9°, the resulting steering range of the outgoing
beam was amplified to be �15°. Thus, the steering efficiency
was boosted threefold with the use of the MD as intended,
equivalent to 0.461 deg/nm. It is noteworthy that there is a
discrepancy in the angular positions of the observed beam
spots, as compared to the expected emission angles of the
BDGA, which is likely ascribed to misalignment between
the BDGA and MD. We verified that the proposed MD is use-
ful for ameliorating the beam-steering efficiency of a silicon
photonic device such as the manufactured BDGA. For the
MD-incorporated BDGA, the emitted beam can be readily
steered over a longitudinal range of 30°. Magnification factor
M of the MD, currently set as 3, can be elevated to a certain
extent that the appropriate light interaction is secured.

We have explored the optical throughput of the main beam,
emerging from the MD, by monitoring the corresponding
power captured by the receiving photodiode (Thorlabs,
S132C), inclusive of the coupling associated with the spot size
converter, as shown in Fig. 7(d). The total efficiency was ob-
served to vary between −14 dB and −19 dB over a wavelength
range of 1530−1600 nm. Currently, the proposed device may
not be practically applied to fulfill a long-distance scanning,

considering the beam divergence as well as the optical loss
should be improved. In fact, the aperture of the beam emitter
must be enlarged to reduce the beam divergence, while the in-
sertion loss should be curtailed by optimizing the MD.
Moreover, the current device, in which an external variable ratio
coupler is used to selectively feed light to the ports of the
BDGA, is disadvantageous in terms of integration and opera-
tion speed. From the perspective of miniaturizing the proposed
MD-based BDGA and fulfilling wide-angle 2D beam scanning,
a monolithic switching element may be implemented based on
a microheater rendering a thermal phase shift.

4. CONCLUSION

We demonstrated highly efficient beam steering with a BDGA
incorporating an MD. The steering efficiency of the proposed
BDGA was obtained as approximately 0.148 deg/nm, which
was doubled by bidirectionally feeding the light. The structure
of the BDGA provided stability to the emission spectral re-
sponse and enabled vertical radiation, ensuring its suitability for
magnifying steering angle devices. An ultrathin, polarization-
insensitive MD amplifying the angle of beam steering was used
to enhance the steering efficiency of the nonmechanical beam
scanner. The implemented MD, which increased the steering
efficiency threefold, was mounted on top of the BDGA,
thereby expanding its steering range. We verified that our plat-
form improves the steering performance, and had a compact
form factor compared to that of conventional bulky lens sys-
tems. Finally, the wavelength-tuned steering efficiency was
0.461 deg/nm, which represents a threefold increase over a con-
ventional grating antenna within a given wavelength-tuning
range. The proposed approach, which greatly enhances
beam-steering efficiency while minimizing space consumption,

Fig. 7. (a) Side and top views of the BDGA integrated with the MD. (b) Captured intensity profiles of the main beam radiated from BDGA
without and with the MD. (c) Measured beam emission angle versus the wavelength. (d) Measured total efficiency of the main beam deflected by the
MD versus the wavelength.
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could facilitate the development of practical solid-state beam
steering.
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